The capture of compact bodies by black holes in galactic nuclei is an important prospective source for low frequency gravitational wave detectors, such as the planned Laser Interferometer Space Antenna. This paper calculates, using a semirelativistic approximation, the total energy and angular momentum lost to gravitational radiation by compact bodies on very high eccentricity orbits passing close to a supermassive, nonspinning black hole; these quantities determine the characteristics of the orbital evolution necessary to estimate the capture rate. The semirelativistic approximation improves upon treatments which use orbits at Newtonian order and quadrupolar radiation emission, and matches well onto accurate Teukolsky simulations for low eccentricity orbits. Formulas are presented for the semirelativistic energy and angular momentum fluxes as a function of general orbital parameters.
I. INTRODUCTION
Proposed space-based gravitational wave interferometers such as the Laser Interferometer Space Antenna (LISA) will have good sensitivities in the low frequency gravitational wave band, from about 10 ÿ4 Hz up to about 1 Hz. A promising source of gravitational waves in this band is the extreme-mass-ratio inspiral (EMRI) of compact objects (stellar mass black holes, neutron stars, white dwarfs and even main sequence stars) into massive black holes. Current estimates suggest we might detect as many as a thousand EMRI events over the course of the LISA mission [1] . Gravitational waves from extreme-mass-ratio captures will serve as a direct probe of the innermost population of compact objects around galactic central black holes, and also provide information on the growth history of such black holes out to a significant redshift (z 1). In addition to probing the stellar population of galactic nuclei, gravitational waves from EMRIs provide a map which encodes the geometry and structure of the black hole spacetime [2] , allowing a direct comparison of the astrophysical black hole to the black hole solutions of general relativity. This technique has been called ''holiodesy,'' in analogy with satellite geodesy, which observes the motion of small satellites around the Earth to map out the structure of the planet's gravitational field.
The computation of gravitational radiation from stellar orbits has a long history. The classic treatment was that of Peters and Mathews [3, 4] , who computed the gravitational wave emission from stars on purely Keplerian orbits in flat space. The problem of generation and propagation of gravitational waves in a Kerr background was addressed by the work of Teukolsky and Press in the early 1970s [5] [6] [7] , who developed a perturbation formalism in the Kerr background. Subsequent work using this formalism has progressed to the point where the emission from a particle on any orbit in the Schwarzschild spacetime [8] or on a circular inclined [9] or eccentric equatorial [10] orbit in the Kerr background can be treated. Computing the inspiral of stars on eccentric nonequatorial orbits in Kerr required overcoming some technical obstacles [9] , but first results are now available [11, 12] .
In this paper we compute a star's orbital trajectory by solving the geodesic equations of motion around the black hole, rather than using Keplerian orbits. Exact geodesics of the Schwarzschild spacetime are considered, particularly orbits with high eccentricity, including marginally bound (parabolic) and unbound (hyperbolic) orbits. Here ''parabolic'' is a statement about the orbital energy E which labels the geodesic trajectory, rather than a statement about the geometric shape of the orbit in Euclidean geometry. As will be seen in later sections, the orbital trajectories around black holes can exhibit ''zoom-whirl'' behavior, looping around the black hole more than once (i.e., the change in azimuthal angle > 2) on any given orbital pass. Even in these situations one can still speak of quantities, such as the eccentricity of the orbit, which correspond in some formal sense to their Keplerian counterparts. Taking these geodesic trajectories as the orbits of the source, we approximate the gravitational radiation using the classic quadrupole formula at Newtonian order.
This method of obliging the orbiting body to follow a geodesic of the spacetime, while using the quadrupole approximation to calculate the gravitational wave emission, has been termed the ''semirelativistic approximation'' by its originators, Ruffini and Sasaki [13] . Experience with more accurate, although computationally intensive, perturbative calculations has shown that when particles make close approaches to the central black hole, in particular, when they are relatively close to the unstable circular orbit (UCO) of the potential (see Sec. II B for a definition), the properties of the relativistic gravitational potential are of critical importance in determining the gravitational wave flux. As will be seen, employing a more exact description of the particle trajectory (spacetime geodesics) together with an approximation of the wave flux is much more accurate in these cases than using a consistent Newtonian-order approximation.
The semirelativistic approach complements the more complex Teukolsky-based computations in several ways. First, technical difficulties and the demands of computing power have made Teukolsky calculations computationally difficult for orbits with eccentricity near unity, a regime where the work presented here is designed to work well. Second, because the computationally intensive Teukolsky approach is not practical for use in conjunction with typical simulations of the clusters of stars in galactic centers and their capture rates by the central black hole, it is useful to look for more convenient approximate methods, which are sufficiently accurate for reliable results.
An extension of the semirelativistic approach is currently finding use in the computation of approximate EMRI waveforms for use in scoping out LISA data analysis [14 -16] . A particle inspiral trajectory is computed by integrating post-Newtonian expressions for the energy and angular momentum fluxes. Integration of the Kerr geodesic equations along this trajectory yields the particle position as a function of time, from which a waveform is computed from an approximate quadrupole moment tensor generated as in the semirelativistic approach. These ''numerical kludge'' waveforms are inconsistent in that the energy and angular momentum content of the waveforms differs from the change in energy and angular momentum of the particle orbit which is nominally emitting the radiation. This energy inconsistency means that some of the results that have been obtained using kludged waveforms, such as signal-to-noise ratios [1], are inaccurate. The results of the semirelativistic calculations presented here allow us to estimate the magnitude of this inconsistency for inspirals into Schwarzschild black holes (see Sec. III C). In the future, using semirelativistic fluxes (once these are extended to spinning black holes) in the kludge in place of the post-Newtonian fluxes employed currently will yield consistent inspirals.
The key results of this paper are summarized as follows:
(1) Numerical results are presented which enable us to explore and evaluate several approximate methods of calculating energy and angular momentum fluxes from EMRI orbits, and therefore the evolution of those orbits (see Sec. III . Although we present fits to the semirelativistic results only, the fitting functions have more general applicability and it should be possible to derive a fit of the same form to Teukolsky-based results once these are available for generic orbits. The remainder of the paper will be organized as follows. In Sec. II we describe the semirelativistic scheme which we use to model the gravitational radiation from EMRIs. In Sec. III we present fluxes calculated using this approach and compare these with more accurate Teukolsky-based results, as well as with the consistently Newtonian results of Peters and Mathews. We also present analytic formulas which reproduce our numerical results, and discuss the case of hyperbolic orbits which are initially unbound but become bound to the black hole via gravitational bremsstrahlung. Finally in Sec. IV we summarize our most important results and findings.
Throughout this paper, geometric units where G c 1 are employed unless otherwise specified.
II. MODEL OF GRAVITATIONAL RADIATION

A. Quadrupole approximation
The energy and angular momentum carried away by gravitational waves from a weak-field, slow-motion source can be computed using the quadrupole formula [17] 
where summations are implied over repeated indices, jkl is the permutation symbol, and I jk is the reduced quadrupole moment of the system,
The angle brackets h i in (1) and (2) indicate averaging over several orbits, but parabolic trajectories (our main focus) do not have periodic orbits. Indeed, the period of a parabolic orbit is infinite, so the average energy flux over the whole orbit is zero. Therefore it is convenient to work instead in terms of E and L z , the total energy and angular momentum radiated over a single orbit, which are in general finite. The corresponding gravitational waveform in transverse-traceless gauge is given by [17] h TT jk 2 r P jl I lm P mk ÿ 1 2 P jk P ml I lm ; P jk jk ÿ n j n k ; (4) in which n j denotes the direction of propagation of the wave and r is the proper distance to the source. For orbits in the weak field, far from the black hole, the quadrupole formula applies, the source particle orbit is Keplerian, and the radiation field reduces to the Peters and Mathews result. For orbits that pass close to the black hole, the particle's geodesic orbit is no longer Keplerian and the motion is neither weak field nor slow motion, so the quadrupole formula does not describe the wave emission precisely. As described above, correcting the emission formula requires use of black hole perturbation theory (Teukolsky methods), which is computationally very challenging, but a significantly improved approximation can be obtained by using the quadrupole formula with source particle orbits modified to be a geodesic of the black hole spacetime.
To do this, first identify the Cartesian coordinates, x j , in the quadrupole moment expression (3) with coordinates in the Schwarzschild spacetime. Treating the Schwarzschild coordinates fr; ; g as spherical polar coordinates, define a set of pseudo-Cartesian coordinates by x i r sin cos; r sin sin; r cos:
In these coordinates, one can solve the Schwarzschild geodesic equations (see Sec. II B) to compute the particle orbit x j t, and substitute the resulting trajectory into the quadrupole moment expression (3) to compute
where m is the mass of the particle. Finally, we compute an estimate of the energy and angular momentum radiated using expressions (1) and (2) . This approximation for gravitational wave emission was first applied by Ruffini and Sasaki, who termed it a semirelativistic approximation [13] , since it makes use of the fully relativistic orbit, but only a weak-field expression for the gravitational waves. The approach is equivalent to attaching the compact body to a string in flat space and forcing it to move on a path that corresponds to a geodesic of the Schwarzschild potential. In reality, the inspiralling body does not follow a geodesic, due to the effect of radiation reaction on the orbit. The loss of energy occurs continuously, so particle trajectories depart from a true geodesic path continuously. Instead of stable orbits, particles follow inspiralling paths with a steadily decreasing average radial distance from the center. However, in the typical case for extreme-mass-ratio inspirals, in which the rate of energy loss per orbit is small, the actual particle trajectory looks similar to a geodesic orbit for long periods, so one is justified in making an adiabatic approximation [9] ; simply assume the body evolves through a sequence of geodesics and determine this sequence using the energy and angular momentum fluxes from each geodesic orbit.
The adiabatic approximation will break down when the orbital parameters change significantly on the time scale of a single orbit, which occurs only very close to the final plunge. The trajectory and waveform in this region must be computed using the computationally intensive self-force formalism (see [18] for a review).
B. Geodesics
The equations governing geodesic motion in the Schwarzschild spacetime, in the usual Schwarzschild coordinates, are given by dr
where is the proper time along the geodesic, L z is the conserved specific angular momentum of the particle, E is the conserved specific energy and M is the mass of the central black hole. We have taken advantage of spherical symmetry to assume an equatorial orbit, =2, without loss of generality. The radial equation of motion (7) may be written as a cubic polynomial divided by r 3 . The cubic has one, two or three roots depending on the values of E and L z . These roots correspond to turning points of the radial motion. Orbits with a single turning point plunge into the black hole and correspond to energies
For bound orbits, it is possible to define an orbital eccentricity by analogy with the Keplerian case. Define the position of the apoapse of the orbit to be
where r p is the radius of the periapse. Equation (11) is used to define the eccentricity of a geodesic in terms of the turning points of the orbit [8, 10] . This definition carries over to parabolic (E 2 1) and hyperbolic orbits (E 2 > 1). In the parabolic case, the radial geodesic equation (7) has only two turning points (the apoapse is ''at infinity''), but definition (11) holds with e 1. In the hyperbolic case, one of the turning points has r < 0; using this in (11) one finds e > 1, and so in this case we call that turning point the apoapse.
For this definition for eccentricity, we use the parameters r p ; e to characterize the orbit, instead of E; L z . The energy and angular momentum are related to the periapse and eccentricity by
The radial geodesic equation becomes dr
where the apoapse, r a , and energy E are given by Eqs. (11) and (12), and the third root of the potential is given by
For any given eccentricity, there is a minimum value for the periapse below which the orbit plunges directly into the black hole. This occurs when the two inner turning points of the geodesic equation, r ÿ and r p , coincide. A geodesic with precisely this periapse asymptotically approaches a circular orbit as it nears the periapse, and spends an infinite amount of time whirling around the black hole. The asymptotic circular orbit is an unstable orbit of the gravitational potential, and we will refer to it as the ''unstable circular orbit'' (UCO). The radius of the UCO determines the minimum periapse for geodesics of a fixed eccentricity.
Equating r ÿ and r p yields an expression for the UCO in terms of e r UCO 23 e 1 e M:
The statement that orbits with r p < r UCO are plunging is equivalent to the relationship (10) between the energy and angular momentum (see [8] for an equivalent relation in terms of the semilatus rectum). If e 0 the UCO is at the familiar innermost stable circular orbit, r 6M. In the extreme hyperbolic limit, e ! 1, the UCO approaches the horizon r 2M. Parabolic orbits (e 1) have a minimal periapse of r 4M. Cutler, Kennefick and Poisson [8] also discuss the UCO, but they call the line r p r UCO the ''separatrix,'' since it separates bound from plunging orbits in phase space. These orbital properties can be understood by considering the radial gravitational potential Vr; L z , which is illustrated in Fig. 1 for a typical zoom-whirl orbit. The characteristic feature of these highly relativistic potentials is the maximum at r UCO . As an inspiral approaches plunge, FIG . 1 (color online). Radial gravitational potential for a zoom-whirl orbit. The dashed line corresponds to the energy of the orbit. The orbit oscillates in the region where the potential (solid curve) lies below the energy line. If the energy is too high and the orbit passes inside the maximum of the radial potential (r UCO ), the particle plunges into the black hole. the orbit is within the potential well but close to the top of the well. That is, the periapse lies close to the UCO. The particle thus zooms out to apoapse and back, but loiters close to periapse, whirling several times around the black hole on a nearly circular orbit before zooming out to apoapse again. As one approaches the UCO, the more exaggerated the whirl phase gets and the closer the resemblance to an unstable circular orbit.
C. Waveform structure
The waveforms resulting from zoom-whirl orbits are easy to comprehend. During the long apoapse passage the motion of the source is relatively slow, and the amplitude and frequency of the gravitational wave produced are both low. Near periapse the motion is much more rapid and the signal has much higher amplitude and frequency. If the whirling phase of the orbit consists of one or more complete revolutions about the central body then the waveform will have several cycles (two for each revolution). The result is a waveform with a very low frequency (determined by the radial period of the orbital motion) and low amplitude superposed with a burst of short duration (relative to the overall period) and relatively high amplitude whose frequency is determined by the azimuthal period of the orbital motion. An example waveform is shown in Fig. 2 , corresponding to the orbit indicated in Fig. 1 .
Note that while the radial frequency is much too low for detection by LISA, the azimuthal () frequency does fall in the LISA bandwidth for the orbits of interest. Although there is a low probability of detecting these bursts since they are too brief and infrequent (typically occurring once every few years or even longer, depending on the radial period) to have high signal-to-noise, the background of all such bursts occurring throughout our neighborhood of the Universe will create an astrophysical background of noise from which other sources must be subtracted [19] .
III. ENERGY AND ANGULAR MOMENTUM FLUXES
The semirelativistic approximation is constructed by integrating approximate rates of energy and angular momentum flux over relativistically accurate geodesic orbits. A consistent approximation would require that the particle orbit be approximated to the same level of accuracy as employed for the fluxes. A Newtonian-order approximation, such as that of Peters and Mathews, makes use of Keplerian elliptical orbits in flat spacetime and the fluxes are of quadrupole order only. There might not appear to be much justification for using accurate orbital paths but retaining approximate fluxes. For orbits which never come close to the central black hole the semirelativistic scheme does not improve significantly on fully consistent Newtonian approximations -in nearly flat regions of spacetime all reasonable approximations fare well. However, orbits with small periapse distances are a very different case. More accurate schemes (such as those based on solution of the Teukolsky equation) show that the radiation from orbits which come close to the black hole show features that are greatly modified by the strongly curved spacetime and which are qualitatively different from those seen at large radii from the black hole. Many of these features arise from the properties of the geodesics in the strong-field regime and therefore, as argued in [14] , such features can be modeled by schemes which combine exact geodesics with approximate fluxes. This approach shows significant improvements over the weak-field approximation [3] , as we will see in the next section, while being considerably less expensive computationally than solving the Teukolsky equation.
A. Comparison to Peters and Mathews and Teukolsky results
The expressions derived in [3] 
These are Eqs. (5.4) and (5.5) of [4] , but written to lowest order in the mass ratio, m=M, in the extreme-mass-ratio limit M m 1 m 2 m. The eccentricity and periapse of a Keplerian orbit are given in terms of the energy and angular momentum by
To use (17) and (18) in the strong-field regime, the natural way to proceed is to evaluate the fluxes in Eqs. (17) and (18) for the Keplerian orbit with the corresponding energy and angular momentum, i.e., substitute e K and r K p from (19) into (17) and (18) (''Peters and Mathews with Keplerian parameters''). This approach runs into difficulties however, since Keplerian orbits do not exist for certain valid choices of E and L z , for example, if L 2 z > M 2 =1 ÿ E 2 the Keplerian eccentricity is undefined. An alternative way to proceed is to compute the geodesic eccentricity and periapse using expressions (12) and (13) and use these in the flux formulas (17) and (18), thus identifying geometrically similar orbits (''Peters and Mathews with geodesic parameters'').
In Fig. 3 we compare the fluxes computed in these three ways: Peters and Mathews fluxes using Keplerian parameters, Peters and Mathews using geodesic parameters, and the semirelativistic approximation, all as a function of geodesic (relativistic) periapse for fixed geodesic (relativistic) eccentricity of e 0:99. For large periapse, the three approximations agree as expected, but once the periapse becomes moderate (r p & 50M), the Peters and Mathews expression with Keplerian parameters begins to differ quite significantly from the other approximations. In the strongfield region (r p & 10M), the semirelativistic approximation begins to differ significantly from both applications of the Peters and Mathews formula, predicting greater fluxes of both energy and angular momentum.
To verify that the semirelativistic results are an improvement over Peters and Mathews, rather than merely being different, the approximation can be compared to perturbative results from integration of the Teukolsky equation. Very few results are available for high eccentricities in the Teukolsky formalism, so the comparisons here are shown at lower eccentricities. In Fig. 4 , the semirelativistic and Peters and Mathews fluxes are compared to Teukolsky calculations [10] for orbits with eccentricity e 0:5 and a variety of periapses. As one would expect, the semirelativistic approximation is not superior to a consistent Newtonian approach for periapses greater than about 50M (sometimes it does worse and sometimes better than the Peters and Mathews results, but never extremely different). For periapses less than 50M, the semirelativ- istic method improves significantly upon the consistent Peters and Mathews approximation. The improvement gained using the semirelativistic approximation was also noted by [20] in comparisons to a selection of Teukolskybased results. Thus for the type of orbit of interest to this paper (highly eccentric orbits with close periapses), consistent Newtonian approximations should be regarded with suspicion, but approximations which make use of exact geodesics (like the semirelativistic approximation), will fare very well qualitatively and quite well quantitatively, as long as the periapse is not extremely small.
What is perhaps more surprising is that one may obtain an improved approximation from the Newtonian-order expressions (i.e., Peters and Mathews) if one carefully chooses the Newtonian parameters which are to be equated with the ''true'' curved space parameters (i.e., geodesic parameters rather than Keplerian parameters). While the semirelativistic approximation is always an improvement over this in the strong-field regime, the gain is only significant for very close periapses, r p & 10M. In fact, for small eccentricities there is no significant gain using the semirelativistic fluxes. For a circular orbit of radius r 0 , the quadrupole formulas (1) and (2) 
We are primarily interested in highly eccentric orbits, for which the semirelativistic results are a significant improvement over any method based on Peters and Mathews. Nonetheless, if one does not wish the additional computational burden of evaluating more accurate semirelativistic flux expressions, a significant improvement can still be gained by evaluating the Newtonian fluxes using geodesic parameters.
B. Phase space structure
An inspiral sequence may be constructed from the semirelativistic fluxes by integrating (dE=dt, dL z =dt). While the duration of the inspiral depends on the value of dE=dt, the sequence of geodesics that the inspiral passes through in the E; L z phase space depends only on the ratio dE=dL z . Equivalently, in the r p ; e phase space, it depends only on
It turns out that the semirelativistic approximation reproduces the ratio dE=dL z to a very high accuracy when compared to the Teukolsky results. While the value of E can differ by as much as 25%, the ratio dE=dL z is recovered to better than 5%. This means that the structure of the semirelativistic phase space will be a good approximation to the true structure, although there is some error in the estimated duration of inspirals. This is an interesting result from the point of view of detection of EMRIs with LISA. An error in the time scale of an inspiral can be partially corrected by a change in the mass ratio. Since the phase space trajectory is well approximated, an inspiral waveform computed using this approach might be a moderately good fit to a true inspiral waveform with a slightly different mass ratio, and therefore could be used as a detection template over sufficiently short time stretches. This may not be practical, since the error in dE=dt is not a constant factor, which would require varying the mass ratio over the inspiral. Moreover, other features that these approximations do not include (such as the ''conservative'' part of the self-force) may lead to rapid dephasing of the kludge templates. This is nonetheless an interesting result.
The accuracy with which the phase space structure is reproduced can be understood by considering what happens at the extremes of an inspiral. When the periapse is very large, the semirelativistic approximation is good, and is expected to reproduce dE=dL z accurately. For an orbit that sits on the separatrix between plunging and nonplunging orbits (r p r UCO ), the geodesic spends an infinite amount of time whirling about the black hole on a nearly circular orbit at the UCO. The flux of energy and angular momentum is totally dominated by the circular part of the orbit. For any radiation field in a spherically symmetric spacetime, the energy and angular momentum fluxes carried away from a circular orbit obey the relation dE=dt dL z =dt, where is the angular velocity on that orbit [8] . The quadrupole formulas (1) and (2) reproduce this result for a circular orbit. Since we use the correct input geodesic, the semirelativistic approximation should and does give dE=dL z accurately on the separatrix. Since we have the correct result in both extremes, it is perhaps less surprising that we also do quite well at points in between. Figure 5 illustrates some inspiral trajectories in the r p ; e plane. The trajectory properties are determined largely by two curves-the separatrix where the inspiral ends as the particle plunges into the black hole and the locus de=dt 0. These are both marked on Fig. 5 . In general an inspiral will begin with high eccentricity and moderate periapse. Both the periapse and eccentricity initially decrease, and this evolution continues until the trajectory intersects the de=dt 0 curve. After that point, the periapse continues to decrease, but the eccentricity increases until the trajectory reaches the separatrix and the particle plunges. As expected from previous arguments, these general properties are in good agreement with results based on Teukolsky calculations [8] and quite different to Peters and Mathews inspirals (which, for instance, have monotonically decreasing eccentricity). The location of the separatrix is a property of the geodesics, and is therefore precisely reproduced in this approximation. The de=dt 0 curve depends on the expression used for the energy and angular momentum fluxes and is different here, but only slightly. In this approximation, the de=dt 0 curve intersects the e 0 axis at r p 6:770M, compared to r p 6:681M in the Teukolsky case [8] .
The increase in eccentricity prior to plunge is a generic feature of EMRIs, but it is as much a property of the radial potential as it is of the flux model. As discussed earlier, realistic gravitational waves will give _ E _ L z 1 e=23 e 3=2 _ L z on the separatrix. The leading order piece in both the numerator and denominator of Eq. (20) thus vanishes in the limit r p ! r UCO e, but the leading correction to both is from the logarithmic piece of dE=dL z , and hence we find dr p =de < 0. However, this conclusion still holds if the fluxes do not satisfy the circular orbit condition and the cancellations do not occur. The coordinate derivatives are such that, independent of the value of dE=dL z on the separatrix,
The nature of the potential thus forces either r p or e to increase in the approach to plunge. A final point to note from Fig. 5 is that _ e / e near e 0. This property of the inspirals means that an initially eccentric orbit cannot circularize in this model, although the eccentricity at plunge can be arbitrarily small. The property once again derives from the circular condition _ E _ L z , which ensures that circular orbits remain circular under radiation reaction. This is discussed in more detail in [15] , where corrections are given to enforce this relation in kludged inspirals. In the semirelativistic waveform model, the condition is automatically satisfied and no correction is required.
C. ''Kludge'' waveform inconsistency
As mentioned in the introduction, waveforms based on the semirelativistic approximation are being used extensively to scope out LISA data analysis [14 -16] . The wave- forms are generated by first constructing an inspiral trajectory and then using the semirelativistic construction of the quadrupole moment tensor to compute a waveform. In the most basic form of this kludge [14] , the phase space trajectory for inspirals into nonspinning black holes is computed by integrating the Peters and Mathews energy and angular momentum fluxes (17) and (18) . This leads to an inconsistency since the energy and angular momentum content of the gravitational waves differs from the energy and angular momentum lost by the inspiralling particle that is nominally generating the radiation. We can estimate this inconsistency using the semirelativistic results. A phase space trajectory is generated using the fluxes (17) and (18) and Eq. (20) . We choose to specify the eccentricity of the inspiral at plunge and integrate backwards along the inspiral trajectory. By integrating the semirelativistic fluxes along this trajectory, we calculate the total energy and angular momentum content of the gravitational waves. Figure 6 shows the ratio of the gravitational wave energy flux to the change in energy of the particle orbit as a function of the time until plunge (in units of M 2 =m). Time along the inspiral trajectory therefore decreases toward the right. There is a curve for each eccentricity at plunge from e 0:1 to e 0:9 in intervals of 0:1. We see that there is a significant inconsistency in the kludge waveforms. For low eccentricity at plunge, the kludge gravitational waves contain less energy than they should, but for eccentricity at plunge greater than about 0:25, they contain too much energy, as much as a factor of 3 in extreme cases. This means that signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs) computed from these waveforms are likely to be overestimates of the true SNRs. It is not clear from these results whether this discrepancy will be larger or smaller when the central black hole is spinning, but this will be investigated in the future [16] . However, it is important to be aware of the existence and magnitude of this problem when interpreting results based on the kludge waveforms. If semirelativistic fluxes were used to integrate the phase space trajectories, there would be no such inconsistency and this might therefore be another future application of these results, once they are extended to spinning black holes.
D. Analytic results
The previous results have shown the usefulness of the semirelativistic approximation, but the described method, based on integration of the geodesic equations, is not easy to implement in numerical simulations. In this section, we present some analytic results based on the semirelativistic approximation which can be easily evaluated without numerical integration of orbits.
Fitting functions for E and L z
A useful tool for simulations is a fitting function that has a simple form and which reproduces the semirelativistic results for E and L z to reasonable accuracy. For a geodesic of given eccentricity, the periapse can have any value between the UCO for that eccentricity (16) and infinity. For large values of the periapse, the orbit is entirely within the weak-field region of the spacetime. The orbit and radiation will therefore look very like those from a Keplerian orbit, as described by expressions (17) and (18) [3] . Multiplying these expressions by the Keplerian orbital period, the energy and specific angular momentum lost on a single pass may be found to be 
In the parabolic case (e 1), these become
As the periapse approaches the UCO, the energy and angular momentum lost per pass increases. In fact, ignoring radiation reaction, the energy and angular momentum losses diverge as r p ! r UCO . This is because the geodesic with r p r UCO spends an infinite amount of time whirling around the black hole with r r UCO . In practice, radiation reaction will prevent this situation arising (for a discussion of the transition from inspiral to plunging orbits see [21] ). However, the energy and angular momentum lost should increase rapidly as the periapse approaches r UCO , since the orbit whirls around the black hole an increasing number of times. FIG. 6 . Ratio of the energy content of kludge gravitational waves to the change in energy of the source particle orbit, relative to the energy at plunge. This is shown as a function of time until plunge (in unite of M 2 =m) for eccentricities at plunge e pl 0:1, 0:2 . . . 0:9 (from lowermost curve to uppermost).
As discussed previously, the whirl behavior is a property of the geodesics. Thus, although the semirelativistic treatment of the radiation is only approximate, one will still see this divergent behavior as r p ! r UCO , since the source for the radiation is an exact geodesic trajectory. This feature is missing in the Keplerian treatment [3] . For an extreme zoom and whirl orbit, most of the gravitational radiation is emitted during the whirl phase, when the particle is on an approximately circular orbit. It is reasonable to guess that the total losses due to gravitational radiation are roughly proportional to the number of times the particle whirls around the black hole.
In the parabolic case, one can estimate the number of whirls by computing the proper time taken for the orbit to pass from periapse to some ''whirling radius,'' r w . This is found using (14) 
The radius does not change significantly during the whirl phase, so approximating the numerator by r
Using the same assumption, d=d L=r 2 p and we estimate that while r < r w , the number of azimuthal cycles that the particle completes is
The radius r w should be chosen to define the start and end of the whirl phase. Our objective is to guess a functional form that approximates the energy and angular momentum loss when r p r UCO and we assume that dE and dL z are proportional to (28) in that limit. This is likely to be a particularly good approximation for highly eccentric orbits, in which the ''zoom'' and ''whirl'' phases are quite distinct. Appropriate fitting functions should approach (22) and (23) in the limit r p ! 1 and should diverge like (28) as r p ! r UCO . Working once again in the parabolic case, the simplest such function is
One could fix all three coefficients by matching the behavior in the limit r p ! r UCO , but (29) will not then necessarily reproduce the asymptotic form (24) . Instead, we fix A E and B E using an expansion near r p r UCO and then fix
The next section will demonstrate how exact expressions for the energy and angular momentum radiated in our model may be obtained in terms of elliptic integrals. Using these full analytic expressions, we can predict the values of the fitting function coefficients 
The equivalent fitting function for the angular momentum lost is
with coefficients
The fitting function (29) can be used to match the lowest order terms in an expansion of E near r p r UCO and r p ! 1. It is possible to add additional terms to give a more general function which can match E at arbitrary orders
In this, we fix N E 7 to give the correct leading order behavior (24) as r p ! 1. The parameter N indicates the order of the fit, i.e., the number of terms we include. The second and third series have terms in common, but writing the expansion in this way allows one to read off consecutive coefficients easily. The next section will show that expanding E about the separatrix gives terms in r p ÿ 4M j lnr p ÿ 4M and in r p ÿ 4M k , while an expansion as r p ! 1 gives terms of the form 1=r Figure 7 illustrates how the fitting functions converge as the order of the fit, N, is increased. We see that as N increases, the fit improves at large radii, but initially gets slightly worse at moderate radii before converging there also. The N 2 fit is accurate to about 1% everywhere, so we include these parameters here 
This fitting function was derived using simple arguments about how the energy and angular momentum lost behave. These arguments are valid in general for radiation that is produced by a body orbiting in the Schwarzschild potential and will apply to fluxes computed using the Teukolsky formalism. In a separate paper [22] we derive a fit of this form to Teukolsky data computed for parabolic orbits in [23] , which even for N 2 is accurate to <0:2% everywhere.
This simple fitting function is clearly a useful and accurate way to evolve EMRI orbits. In the case of arbitrary eccentricity, a similar type of fitting function can be derived, but the coefficients A E 0 etc. are now functions of eccentricity. In the semirelativistic approximation, the functions can be evaluated explicitly. This is discussed in more detail in Sec. 2 of the appendix. It is more complicated to compute a fit to Teukolsky-based fluxes, since the coefficients in the expansion must be further expanded as functions of eccentricity. However, it should be possible to derive a reasonable fit using a polynomial ansatz, of the form suggested by the semirelativistic results. Once sufficient Teukolsky-based data are available, this fitting procedure will allow us to generate a comparatively simple analytic expression for use in computation of EMRIs.
Exact expression
As mentioned in the preceding section, it is possible to derive exact analytic expressions for the radiation loss predicted by our quadrupole approximation. This is possible because in any axisymmetric spacetime, the rate of energy loss at a given moment in time cannot depend on the absolute value of the coordinate of the particle, since a shift ! 0 will leave the spacetime unchanged (note that the energy flux in a given direction will be dependent on the relative difference in between the source and the observer). In the quadrupole approximation used here to compute the gravitational radiation, dE=dt is FIG. 7 . Error using fitting functions to approximate the analytic expressions for the energy (upper plot) and angular momentum loss (lower plot). In each plot, the absolute percentage error in the fit is shown for fitting functions of various orders, N 2; ; 6.
given by the square of the third time derivative of the quadrupole moment tensor. This is a function only of the particle coordinates rt and t. By the axisymmetry argument, the expression for dE=dt can depend only on r, _ r, r, r . For geodesics of the Schwarzschild spacetime (also for equatorial orbits in the Kerr spacetime), d=d and dt=d are rational functions of r only and dr=d 2 Vr is a cubic or quartic polynomial in r. Any derived expression, such as dE=dr dE=dt=dr=dt, will therefore be a rational function of polynomials in r and Vr p . It is known [24] that the integral of any rational function of polynomials in x and y, where y 2 is a cubic or quartic polynomial in x, can be expressed in terms of elliptic integrals. One can therefore write the energy and angular momentum radiated in closed form in terms of elliptic integrals.
By substitution of the geodesic equations (8), (9), and (14) into (1)- (3), we may write dE=dt and dL z =dt as functions of r and then integrate over one orbit. In the parabolic case, the energy loss is found to be In this, K and E are the complete elliptic integrals of the first and second kinds, respectively, defined by [24, 25] 
The corresponding result for the angular momentum lost is These exact expressions can be used to derive the fitting function described in the previous section. As r p ! 1, the argument of the elliptic integrals,
In a series expansion of the integrals about k 0 the lowest five orders in k cancel and one successfully recovers (24) and (25) . As r ! r UCO 4M, the argument of the elliptic integrals 2M=r p ÿ 2M q ! 1 and the elliptic integrals diverge. Using [24] and some algebraic manipulation, the asymptotic forms of the elliptic integrals as k ! 1 are found to be
The asymptotic form of (35)-(37) as r p ! 4M is
In this, X refers to either E or L z =M. 
The fitting functions (29)-(31) may be similarly expanded near r p r UCO 4M
In this, X once again refers to either E or L z =M, and N E 7, N L z 4. Equating (40) and (43), one obtains the coefficients of the fitting function given earlier (30) and (32). A similar analysis can be performed for orbits of arbitrary eccentricity, and is described in Sec. 1 of the appendix. The exact expressions are somewhat cumbersome and we recommend using the fitting function in most applications, since this performs extremely well. The exact expressions have been included for completeness, and to help explain why the fitting function works.
E. Hyperbolic captures
In this paper we mostly focus on parabolic orbits, which serve as a useful model for all orbits which are likely to lead to sources of interest to LISA, since such orbits will always initially have eccentricities very close to 1. However, objects can also be captured from orbits with e > 1. In such cases the orbit is unbound, but may ultimately inspiral if it makes a close approach to the central black hole and loses enough energy and angular momentum in doing so to become bound. Our results suggest that if the angular momentum of this orbit is low (close to the minimum L z 4), then the scattered body will become bound if it is on an orbit whose energy E is such that E 2 ÿ 1 < m=M roughly speaking, where m=M, the mass ratio, is small. For larger angular momenta the amount of excess energy which can be radiated away on the first pass is smaller, and so the orbital energy must be even closer to unity for the body to become bound. Figure 8 shows which hyperbolic orbits can lead to captures, for low orbital angular momenta. The energy and angular momentum lost to gravitational waves by a particle on a hyperbolic orbit are given by the same Eqs. (A3) and (A4) that apply to bound orbits, just by inserting e > 1 consistent with the definitions (12) and (13) . Figure 8 was generated by using Eqs. (12) and (13) in conjunction with Eq. (A3) to write E m=MF E E; L z for hyperbolic orbits. Points on the curves obey the equation
Fixing the energy, the angular momentum solution to (44) is obtained by iteration. This figure indicates that there is another type of orbit which becomes bound after the first pass-those that are close to the separatrix. If the orbit is very close to the plunge line, it will also lose enough energy to become bound even if it has much more energy than E 2 ÿ 1 m=M. The reason seems obvious after a glance at Fig. 1 . If the energy of the scattered body is sufficiently close to 1 then it is close enough to the potential well in which bound orbits exist to lose sufficient energy on one pass to fall into the well. If the energy and angular momentum of the orbit are such that the particle's energy places it at the maximum of the potential, then the particle ''whirls'' around the central black hole at the radius of the potential maximum. The scattered body thus spends an abnormally long time near periastron and hence radiates an unusually large amount of energy, enough to become bound. Of course these bodies will generally plunge rather soon after capture because the amount of angular momentum radiated will FIG. 8. ''Hyperbolic'' orbits (i.e., orbits with E > 1) that are captured after one close encounter with the black hole, for various mass ratios. Orbits whose energy and angular momentum place them above and to the right of the line for a given mass ratio remain unbound and are not captured. The line which begins at bottom left and curves around to top right in the figure is the separatrix line separating unstable plunging orbits (to its left) from stable orbits. also decrease the height of the potential barrier. In fact many of these orbits will plunge on their first pass, having dissipated enough angular momentum to shrink the potential barrier so they pass over it into the plunging region beyond. One has to keep in mind that our adiabatic approximation breaks down as one approaches the line separating stable from plunging orbits (depending on the mass ratio), so that we can give no definitive picture of what occurs in this regime except to say that the general behavior is probably correct. Readers interested in the transition from inspiral to plunge should consult [21] .
Orbits that are scattered close to the separatrix line are ''captured,'' in the sense that they either plunge or become bound. Particles which are close to being parabolic orbits are also captured and may serve to modestly increase the capture rate for LISA. Particles passing very near to the black hole must thus pass between Scylla and Charybdis [26] . If they pass too close to Scylla, through having energy only marginally greater than 1, then they are plucked from their unbound orbit by gravitational radiation reaction and end up in a bound orbit. If they approach with too great an energy for their angular momentum then they are sucked down by Charybdis and plunge into the black hole itself.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
As with Earth-based gravitational wave detectors like the Laser Interferometer Ground Observatory, theoretical predictions of source event rates and signal characteristics for LISA will play an important role in the successful operation of the observatory. Up to now, Newtonian-order estimates (like Peters and Mathews) have been widely relied upon to estimate waveforms and fluxes from extreme-mass ratio inspirals, even though much of what is of interest to LISA, even in the early stages of inspiral, occurs inside the region of relatively strong curvature close to the central black hole. The principle reason for this is simply ease of use. Even when accurate methods, such as the Teukolsky formalism and self-force calculations, prove capable of dealing with arbitrary orbits they may still be slow and cumbersome for many applications. This paper attempts to make available a range of techniques which combine ease of use with fairly robust accuracy over almost the whole inspiral of an extreme-mass-ratio binary. These results are of particular use for highly eccentric orbits, where frequency domain Teukolsky calculations perform poorly [10] and time domain codes have not yet been fully developed [23] .
The key elements to take away from this study of the semirelativistic approximation are (i) Simple analytic expressions to estimate the fluxes E and L z , suitable for use in computational endeavours. (ii) The optimal choice of parameters with which to describe orbits which stray near the central black hole are the geodesic parameters fr p ; eg rather than fE; L z g: the waveforms for orbits which have similar fr p ; eg more closely match than orbits which have similar fE; L z g values. This second point cannot be stressed enough, as it applies to treatments which use the semirelativistic approximation or Newtonian results; all approaches appear to be most accurate when the orbits are defined by the periapse distance r p and eccentricity e rather than by energy and angular momentum. The reason is that when working in flat space relating the orbit to the curvedspacetime orbit with the same r p and e gives much better agreement with the curved-spacetime fluxes derived by exact methods (Teukolsky methods) than with the fluxes from the curved-spacetime orbit with the same E and L z as the flat-space orbit. This is one substantial improvement in accuracy (see Fig. 3 ) which can be made for no computational cost whatsoever.
To gain further improvements, the fitting function (A11) described in Sec. III D 1 can be used for only a small additional computational cost. Using the coefficients presented here, we have seen that it can accurately reproduce the energy and angular momentum fluxes computed using the semirelativistic approximation. However, it also has more general applicability. Once sufficient data have been obtained by numerical solution of the Teukolsky equation, it should be possible to derive a good fit to that data using the same fitting ansatz. This will provide a more practical expression for use in astrophysical calculations.
In Sec. III C we made use of the semirelativistic results to estimate the inconsistency in kludge gravitational waveforms that are being used to scope out LISA data analysis [14 -16] . These waveforms are constructed in a similar way to the semirelativistic fluxes described here, but the inspiral trajectory of the particle is computed independently of the waveforms using post-Newtonian results. We saw that the energy content of the gravitational waves can be as much as a factor of 3 greater than the energy lost by the particle orbit. This is an important point to bear in mind when interpreting results computed using these approximations.
The semirelativistic formalism presented here should find uses in computational problems where speed is of concern (e.g., large numerical simulations) and the role played by the central black hole is important to the dynamics of individual particles in the problem. Such problems of interest might include new simulations of star cluster evolution in galactic nuclei to estimate the LISA EMRI event rate, or supermassive black hole inspiral simulations which seek to use interactions with stellar populations as a source of dynamical friction to bring the large black holes into proximity. In a companion paper [22] , we use the insight gained here, in conjunction with numerical results from solution of the Teukolsky equation [23] , to compute improved expressions for the inspiral time scale of capture orbits. The resulting expressions can be easily included in simulations of stellar clusters [27] [28] [29] to improve estimates of capture rates.
The semirelativistic approximation can also be applied to estimate energy and angular momentum fluxes from objects orbiting Kerr black holes. The procedure is more complicated due to the inclusion of spin and lack of spherical symmetry. In particular, it is not clear how to evolve the third integral of the motion, the Carter constant, for Kerr inspirals. However, by identifying BoyerLindquist coordinates with flat-space spherical polar coordinates and constructing the corresponding flat-space quadrupole moment tensor in the manner employed here, estimates for the energy and angular momentum fluxes from Kerr orbits may still be obtained. Preliminary results suggest that such semirelativistic estimates improve over standard post-Newtonian results [30] for spinning black holes as well. To construct inspirals, the angular momentum and energy fluxes can be combined with kludge approximations for the evolution of the Carter constant [14, 15] . This extension to Kerr will be described in a future paper.
